Electron-Hole Recombination

Recombination is the mechanism that is utilized by extrinsic semiconductors to equilibrate excess charge carriers through the bringing together and annihilation of oppositely charged carriers. Specifically the annihilation of positively charged holes and negatively charged impurity or free electrons. Recombination results in the release of energy, this energy stems from the act of electrons jumping down from the conduction band in order to recombine with holes generated in the valence band. The energy released can be in the form of photons or thermal lattice vibrations known as phonons. The resultant energy strength and type are determined by material characteristic band gap energy and the presence of defects within a material that can act as traps for charge carrier movement. Understanding the distinction and controlling the dominating recombination mechanisms for materials is highly important for the optimization of semiconductor devices such as solar cells and light emitting diodes.

Introduction

When a free electron inhabits the conduction band, it exists in a meta-stable state. Therefore to compensate for the unfavorable energy state the electron will move into an empty state, characterized as an electron hole. The movement of the electron into the empty state can occur in one or more steps through the band gap. The difference in energies between the meta-stable and the final state of the electron is then released so to allow the electron to occupy its final state. The process of electron and hole annihilation is known as recombination. If the energy released through recombination is in the form of a photon, the process is known as radiative-recombination and is most common for electrons moving fully from the conduction to the valence band. Non-radiative recombination is often the result of material defects and intermediate energy levels in the band gap. Non-radiative recombination can be categorized as either Auger or defect level driven recombination.
Radiative Recombination

Radiative recombination is the mechanism responsible for photoemission in semiconductor light emitting diodes and is mainly associated with band to band recombination as a result of the high energy differences associated with a complete band gap transition. Direct band to band recombination is only possible in materials with extremely low defect concentrations due to the fact that strain fields in the crystal structure will alter atomic interaction distances and strengths. This difference is directly related to electron interaction density in the material which, according to the band theory of semiconductors, will alter the band structure of the material. Direct band gap Extrinsic semiconductors, like GaAs, are manufactured to have little to no crystalline defects so to prevent the creation of defect levels within the band gap.

When radiative recombination occurs, the photon emitted has a characteristic energy similar to the band gap of the material and therefore will have a very weak interaction with the material. Therefore allowing for photons emitted within the sample through radiative recombination events to escape.

Non-Radiative Recombination

When intermediate energy levels are introduced into the band gap of a material through defects in the crystal structure, charge carriers have the possibility of becoming trapped, thus making recombination extremely less favorable. When an electron or a hole is captured in an energy level close to the conduction or valence bands respectively, it is said that the carrier is trapped. The probabilities for electron occupation and hole occupation are represented by equations one and two respectively. For an electron trap, the energy required for an electron to occupy that energy state is significantly higher than the chance for a hole to occupy said state (Eqn.3). The converse is true for a hole trap (Eqn.4).

\[ \sigma_n \propto \frac{e^{-\frac{E_F+N}{K_B T}}}{e^{\frac{E_F}{K_B T}}} \]  
\[ \sigma_p \propto N_{tn} \cdot V_{th} \]

As a result of this disparity in occupation of a state, specific to one type of charge carrier, the trapped carrier will not be able to recombine and eventually return to the initial state. A high concentration of carrier traps will result in the reduction in carrier mobility and in turn a reduction in recombination.
rate.

\begin{equation}
\sigma_n \gg \sigma_p
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\sigma_n \ll \sigma_p
\end{equation}

Figure 2. An extremely simplistic visualization of the respective charge carrier traps and their locations in the band diagram of an extrinsic semiconductor. Electrons are represented by the black circles and the electron holes are represented by the gray squares.

Energy levels present within the band gap with energies that are located more equidistant from both the valence and conduction bands are known as recombination centers. After a carrier is captured by a recombination center there is a finite probability that a carrier of opposite charge will also be capable of occupying the same energy state, therefore resulting in an electron-hole pair annihilation. This form of recombination is known as Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) or defect level recombination. The resultant intermediate step results in a lower energy difference between the starting and ending energies of the electron and in turn a smaller energy released during recombination. This energy is often in the form of thermal vibrations known as phonons, which are then absorbed into the material which results in heating. This heating occurs at the defect sites within the material and can be extremely detrimental to device efficiency due to the fact that electron mobility decreases with phonon concentration and that heat energy can result in growth of strained areas within the material.

Figure 3. A simple visual comparison between traps and a SRH recombination center with respect to both holes and electrons. Holes are represented by \((H^+\) and electrons are shown by \((e^-)\).
Auger recombination requires the interaction of three carriers. when an electron and a hole interact and recombine the energy is not transferred into heat energy or thermal vibrations. Instead the energy is transferred into an electron within the conduction band, which is then promoted to an energy higher in the conduction band. This electron then releases energy in the form of thermal vibrations as it returns to the lowest possible state within the conduction band. For this reason Auger recombination is highly detrimental to the efficiency of extrinsic semiconductor LED's with high concentrations of electron donor atoms. Additionally, the concentration of Auger recombination events increases with an increase in input energy intensity as a result an increased electron concentration in the conduction band.

Gallium Nitride LED's

Gallium nitride (GaN) is a direct band gap binary III/V semiconductor that is commonly used for bright light emitting diodes. It is also commonly used for solar cells in military and space applications as a result of its low sensitivity to ionizing radiation. GaN has a wide band gap of 3.4 eV which allows for the emission of violet light [3]. This violet emission is used in Blu-Ray players to read disks. Gallium nitride LEDs can be manufactured to produce light with colors ranging from the low end of visible up to ultraviolet. This is done by altering the concentrations and types of dopant atoms.

Pure GaN is highly crystalline with a wurtzite crystal structure. When dopant atoms are added to make the semiconductor either p-type (addition of magnesium) or n-type(addition of Si or oxygen), the material exhibits a high dislocation density. This high dislocation density, on the order of ten billion defects per square centimeter introduced tensile stresses making the semiconductors brittle and inefficient [4]. The inefficiency stemmed from a high number of non-radiative recombination centers where strain fields absorbed energy and released it as phonons into the material. The addition of buffer layers when depositing the GaN using molecular beam epitaxy at low temperatures allowed for the relaxation of the stresses and in turn a high performance LED. The ability to alter the size of the band gap for GaN while maintaining a low defect density led to the commercialization of light emitting diodes of multiple colors and intensities. All as a result of reducing the number of defects and in turn the number of non-radiative recombination zones.

Questions

1. Thin film crystalline GaN LEDs are grown on insulating substrates so to prevent current leakage, often there is a high lattice mismatch between the film and the substrate so intermediate layers are grown to reduce the amount of stress dislocations in the film. Why is the replication of defects in semiconductor thin films undesirable?

2. A solar cell made of a heavily dosed silicon based semiconductor with no observed defects begins to experience a reduction in efficiency. What could be a potential cause for this reduced efficiency, and what is one practical solution to this problem?

3. An orange colored LED is dipped in liquid nitrogen and then illuminated, a change to green, a smaller wavelength of light, was seen. Given that no defects were introduced, what is happening to the band to band recombination?

Answers

1. Dislocations and other defects in the crystal structure of a extrinsic semiconductor like GaN will alter the band structure and possibly introduce non-radiative recombination centers, thus decreasing the LED efficiency and output.
2. Materials with high concentrations of electrons in the conduction band are subject to Auger recombination regardless of defect presence. Either choosing a different material with a lower electron donor concentration or by reducing the energy input you will lower the probability for Auger recombination and in turn increase efficiency of the solar cell.

3. The electron interaction in the material is changing and in this case, results in the increased size of the band gap. Therefore the electrons have a higher difference in initial and final states, thus creating higher energy photons.
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